Activities for around
Pre-K to 2nd Grade

AUTHOR VISIT ACTIVITIES
I’m looking forward to visiting your school!
Here are a few optional activities
that may be fun and educational before and after my visit.
• CREATE YOUR OWN SNOWMAN VS. COVER- drawing and creativity
• SNOWMAN HAS PROBLEMS- journal starts
(two versions with lines for youngers or olders)

• SNOWMAN VS. YOUR PET SHARK- writing and drawing
(two versions with lines for youngers or olders)

• [NEW CHARACTER] VS. YOU- character creation
(two versions with lines for youngers or olders)

MIXED UP SNOWMAN- cutting and pasting
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SNOWMAN HAS PROBLEMS
(Journal Starts- printing lines for youngers)

Snowman thinks he’s the best at everything,
but he runs into a lot of problems.
What problems could he have when he tries
tree climbing, bike riding, and trampoline jumping?
Tree climbing

Bike riding

Trampoline jumping

NAME

SNOWMAN HAS PROBLEMS
(Journal Starts- writing lines for olders)

Snowman thinks he’s the best at everything,
but he runs into a lot of problems.
What problems could he have when he tries
tree climbing, bike riding, and trampoline jumping?
Tree climbing

Bike riding

Trampoline jumping

NAME
(printing lines for youngers)

SNOWMAN VS. YOUR PET SHARK
The author thinks this is a funny title,
but he has not made it into a real book.

Use your imagination to write and draw a page
for the pretend book, SNOWMAN VS. YOUR PET SHARK.

NAME
(writing lines for olders)

SNOWMAN VS. YOUR PET SHARK
The author thinks this is a funny title,
but he has not made it into a real book.

Use your imagination to write and draw a page
for the pretend book, SNOWMAN VS. YOUR PET SHARK.

NAME
SNOWMAN VS. YOU read-aloud, follow-up activity (printing lines for youngers)

[NEW CHARACTER] VS. YOU

The author created the Snowman character to challenge you, The Reader, to a snowball fight.
Now it is your turn to think like an author.
What character would you create to challenge readers?
Draw and describe your character.

VS. YOU

NAME
SNOWMAN VS. YOU read-aloud, follow-up activity (writing lines for olders)

[NEW CHARACTER] VS. YOU

The author created the Snowman character to challenge you, The Reader, to a snowball fight.
Now it is your turn to think like an author.
What character would you create to challenge readers?
Draw and describe your character.

VS. YOU
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